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A Note from the Editors… 
Welcome to the first edition of Park Times, 
Roundwood’s new magazine, made by students for 
students.  

As this year’s Communications Captains we wanted to 
showcase some of your best work and celebrate the 
school’s achievements. We’ve been working alongside 
the fantastic Mandela House Leaders, who have each 
contributed something to the magazine. We couldn’t 
have done it without them! 

The theme for this issue is holidays, but we also have so 
much more for you to read. Don’t forget to check out 
our exclusive interview with Jack and Ruby, and if you 
feel brave enough, have a go at Pritchard’s Puzzles… 

Thanks again to everyone involved, any feedback 
would be welcome. 

 
Eleanor Lavender, Louise Jones 
and Seb Stacey  
Communications Captains  
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Fantastic Photography 
Congratulations to Harry Woods, the winner of our 
photography competition, whose photo is on this 
issue’s front cover. 

Well done to everyone who entered, all the photos we 
received were of a very high standard. Here are our runners 
up…  

Sima Esteki, Year 10 
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Katie Ryan, Year 13 

Don’t forget to enter our photography contest for the next 
issue for a chance to have your photo on our front cover, 
details will be out before Christmas. 

 

Thanks to Naomi Gosling and Harriet 
Emmins for organising the photo contest! 
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Q-What was the most 
embarrassing/naughty thing 
that's happened to you at 
Roundwood? 

Ruby-When I was in year 7, I 
was eating a roast dinner in 
the canteen and a year 11 
pushed past me- I spilt gravy 
all down the left side of my 
brand new blazer! 

Jack-The year 9 German trip
- I walked all the way down 
a bowling alley lane in front 
of everyone.  

Q-What football team do 
you support? 

Chelsea. Manchester United. 

Q-What is your favourite 
sport? 

Netball or hockey. I love to 
watch football. 

Exclusive Interview with Jack 
and Ruby... 

Interview conducted 
by Hope Kneller 
and Milly Soanes 
from 8PWo. 
Thanks to Jack and 
Ruby! 
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Q-What is your favourite 
hobby? 

Singing and playing the 
flute.  

I don’t really have time for 
hobbies, if I did, I would be 
going to the gym. 

Q-If you were stranded on 
a desert island and you 
were only allowed to take 
one item, what would it 
be? 

A book on survival...or 
Bear Grylls! 

A water purifier so I could 
drink the water. 

Q-Do you prefer elephants 
of sheep? 

Sheep-they have wool so 
they are always useful. 

Definitely elephants 
because I would get bored 
of seeing sheep! 

Q-What is your favourite 
colour? 

Red, because of my name.  

Green. 

Q-Who is your favourite 
teacher and why? 

Mrs Hobbs, economics 
teacher, because she 
helped me with my 
university application. 

Mrs Tattersall (Tatts) 
because she has just got me 
through sixth form. The 
banter and freedom she 
gives us is great.  
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Q-Why do you like    
Roundwood? 
 
I have a really nice year 
group and everyone is really 
chilled and friendly. 
 
It’s like my second home. 
The opportunities are great 
and there are so many 
fantastic teachers- I’m 
dreading leaving… 
 
Q-What made you  want to 
become head boy & girl? 
 
I wanted to put in the effort 
and give something back to 
the school! 
 

Being able to apply for 
school council as I got 
involved with all the events, 
and I looked up to the Head 
Boy and Girl. The moment I 
knew I wanted to was at a 
Student Voice conference in 
2011 where everyone 
discussed what student voice 
was- I felt really inspired.  
 
Q-What is your favourite 
food? 
 
Chicken and chips (with veg) 
- I could eat them every 
day.  
 
Anything high in calories.  
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Recently, the Year 7s had an adventure. This was a camp so 
wild and back to basics it proved that we didn’t necessarily 
need matches to survive... 

On this camp we learnt many great things that we put to use. 
One of the activities was proving that we could make a 
decent shelter in our teams from just some rope and 
tarpaulin. Each team had to have a flag, tribal song and 
even a dance. The best would get… first servings of dinner! We 
spent the majority of our time in our teams making traps and 
having fun. We did get a bit of free time though and that 
was full of laughter and banter. 

We interviewed several people that were part of this trip to 
see what they thought: 

Mrs. Cunningham: “I learnt lots of new things, like how to 
make a fire, occasionally the sleeping tents woke me up, 
however they were mostly good…” 

Hannah and Sophie: “We liked the fact that all the all the 
leaders were really enthusiastic about everything and being 
allowed the opportunity to sleep in the outdoor wild shelters!” 

Freddie and Billy: “We loved all the different opportunities 
we had and all the games we played. We especially liked 
seeing a salmon get gutted!” 

Overall the average star rating was 4.8, 
so I guess it was an all round success! 

By Eve Waterhouse and Alex Van 
Weezel 

Back to Basics with Bushcraft... 
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Writers of the Month... 

In Her Mind 
In her mind her garden was a jungle. As she danced in and out of the 
shrubbery of the flowerbed, her blonde hair knotted in the trees behind 
her and mud crawled up her pyjamas and nestled itself in the crevices 
of the slightly too long trousers.  She scrunched the lichen of the lawn 
between her toes as she padded back and forth. The rainforest of her 
imagination was sunny and loud with the sounds of life in all its 
colourful combinations.  

The street was silent in its midnight hues. The light of a solitary 
lamppost pooled at the garden gate. As she passed under it, the light 
flickered and went out.  

The rainforest was boring her. The flowers in all their unnatural 
shades would disintegrate into nothing as soon as she pinched them 
between her thumb and forefinger. The animals that tempted her into 
the darkest of shadows with subtle glimpses of feathers and striped 
pelts would not let her follow them into the mazes of their leaf litter 
homes. The exotic ferns were limp beneath her touch, feeling just 
enough like topiary to snap her back into the twilight reality.  

“Daddy?” She called out into the darkness. The darkness didn’t call 
back.  

The girl bit her lip, clutched the ragtag teddy bear closer to her chest, 
and followed the feel of paving stones under her feet back towards 
where the porch should be.  
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Shadows stalked her as she walked. She didn’t notice them. In her 
mind her garden was a palace. Vines encroached upon her as she wove 
her way through the rose bushes that hid her tower room. The princess 
behind its locked door could help her look for Daddy. The princess 
would know why she was alone, at night, and why her pyjamas were 
so muddy.   

She still couldn’t see the porch light. Daddy always left it on because 
the dark scared her and from her window she could just about see the 
lamp flickering and keeping away the monsters. But it wasn’t on 
now, and she wasn’t in her room either. She was outside in the dark 
when she should be inside with her armada of soft toys that would 
have made their way across the sea of her carpet in huddles of rabbits, 
bears and colourful dogs.  

The girl whimpered, scrunching her solitary soft toy into her chest 
with renewed vigour. The castle and the princess and all the twisty 
vine leaves had gone now. Her garden wasn’t a palace. Now it was a 
forest.  

The trees loomed over her, whispering condescension to one another 
above her head. She tottered between them on legs that were tired and 
damp and shaking with the fear growing in her eyes.  

Daddy wasn’t here to help her. The light wasn’t on and Daddy wasn’t 
there. The monsters were there. Daddy had always warned her not to 
go out once the lights had been turned off because of the monsters in 
the hallway, and this canopy of trees lining her route was much 
worse than the hallway, and she was out, out, out.  

“Daddy!” To Be Continued…   Islay Shelbourne, Year 13 
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Earlier this term Roundwood launched its new Student Voice 
Channel for Years 7-11. Every form group got to have a 
discussion about ideas they would like to see put forward to 
the likes of Mr Pettengell, Mr Henshall and Ms Mansfield. Every 
single forms’ ideas were put together into one massive list and 
taken to SLT to begin to discuss which ideas are possible! The 
forms I went around to see were very enthusiastic about it and 
really got involved in heavy discussion! Some very creative 
ideas included building a swimming pool within the school, 
and a ‘chill-out zone’ for the lower school, very similar to the 
Sixth Form common room! While there are no guarantees that 
ideas can be brought into the school we will do whatever we 
can to push for them and make sure your ideas are heard! 
We’ll keep you updated too so stay tuned for updates! A 
special thanks to House Leaders for running it in your forms! 

 
Jack Annand 
Head Boy 

Student Voice Success 
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This issue’s theme is… 

 

Turn over for… 

‘Tips for the Perfect Holiday’- Charlotte Allen 
and Marc Fourcroy 

‘School Trip Memories’- interviewed by Alice 
Park and Natasha Ogier Russell 
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Tips for the Perfect Holiday 
Are you ready for your next holiday? Or is your family struggling 
to figure out an awesome place for you to relax and have fun? 

Don’t worry! 

That’s right, don’t panic, we have asked some students at 
Roundwood Park where they have been on holiday and if they 
would recommend it… 

From this information, we have crafted together some ideal 
holiday destinations for you and your family, so let’s get started! 

Greece 
After asking students at Roundwood Park school, we have 
discovered that Greece is becoming a very popular holiday 
destination, so you may want to pack your bags and go! 

You can’t look at a picture like this and say it isn’t beautiful. This 
is only one of many incredible places located in Greece. It would 
be very relaxing to go to this wonderful beach, don’t you think? 
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As well as the wonderful beaches and activities, Greece is also 
the home of ancient ruins, and all kinds of treasures, so if you 
want to see historical temples, sculptures, ruins, and more, 
Greece is definitely the place for you and your family. For 
example, you could visit the Temple of Poseidon, at Cape 
Sounion!  

France 
France is also a very popular holiday destination, and so it 
should be, as it is home to many of the most famous tourist 
attractions in the world, but none more famous than the Eiffel 
Tower, which is located in Paris. 

Even if your visit to France doesn’t involve you and your 
family looking at different attractions, it doesn’t matter, as 
France is still a very entertaining place to go, and there is still 
plenty to do there! 

For example, skiing is a fun exercise and activity for families to 
enjoy together!  

 

 

 

 

 

These are only a few examples of the countless wonders we 
can experience during our time on holiday! 

By Charlotte and Marc, year 10 
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Emily Mitchell, Yr9 

What school trip did you go on your school holiday and 
what year were you in? French Exchange, Yr 8 
Did you enjoy your trip? Make any new friends? Yes I 
made friends with my French exchange and met some 
really nice people.  
Funniest moment? Well, all of it was fun really! 
What did you learn during your trip? I learnt lots of 
French! 
What aspire habits did you use? Perseverance, because I 
had to learn how to say loads of phrases in French! 
What would you rate the trip out of 10? 10 because I 
really enjoyed it and it was a great experience.  
 

Lucy Hathaway, Yr9  
 
What school trip did you go on your school holiday and 
what year were you in? French Exchange, Yr 8 
Did you enjoy your trip? Make any new friends? Yes I 
did and made many new friends in France. 
Funniest moment? When we went to the Eiffel Tower 
and everybody got scared at the top! 
What did you learn during your trip? How to live in a 
different country! 
What aspire habits did you use? Communication. 
What would you rate the trip out of 10? A 9 out of 10! 
Would definitely do it again. 
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Mathew Hubbard Yr9 

What school trip did you go on your school holiday and 
what year were you in? The ski trip in Yr 8.  
Did you enjoy your trip? Make any new friends? Yeah, I 
made some good friends.  
Funniest moment? On the way back Sarah was playing 
with Glenn’s hair and it looked really funny.  
What did you learn during your trip? Well I improved 
my skiing skills! 
What aspire habits did you use? Risk taking probably. 
What would you rate the trip out of 10?  I’d rate the trip 
a 10 as it was really fun and I really want to go back and 
do it all again.  

Sophia Peck Yr9  
What school trip did you go on your school holiday and what 
year were you in? The Globe Theatre trip in Yr 8.  
Did you enjoy your trip? Make any new friends? Yeah I really 
enjoyed the trip and I didn’t make many new friends as it 
was only a day trip.  
Funniest moment? When Alice found ‘Miffy’ merchandise 
and wanted to buy all of it!  
What did you learn during your trip? I learnt about 
Shakespeare and the Globe Theatre.  
What aspire habits did you use? Maybe Inspiration because I 
was inspired by the theatre and all of Shakespeare’s work.  
What would you rate the trip out of 10?  Probably a 7 as it 
was fun but really hot!  

By Alice and Natasha, year 9 
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Writers of the Month... 

Who Am I? 

I have spreading wings of gleaming matter, tower over all that come 
and shine like a brick of gold in the morning sun. I have squared 
wings of rusty metal, hang awkwardly high up in the air and 
shine like a pile of reflective mud.  

I see all those that pass. My empty black face gives no clue as to the 
sadness I feel washing over me like a high tide. These behemoths, 
shiny glowing cars, chug along the highway, escorted by a legion 
of smoke as black as an oyster’s shell. But sometimes little people 
trundle up the mint green hill. They gawk, baffled and amazed by 
my towering height and accepting face. Sometimes they stay, 
laugh and play. They eat delicious meals under my shadow, which 
shields them from the smoke, the overbearing sadness and the 
crystal tears.  

But I hear them too. Their raucous guffawing and well-honed 
insults. Their arrogant sneers and hateful disdain. For in their eyes 
I am a horrendous, hideous devil. And they don’t see the crystal, 
agonised tears because I can’t cry. They don’t hear the desperate 
pleas because I cannot speak… but mainly because they don’t care.  

Once I was satisfied, cheery and joyous! I was then just a small 
chunk of metal dwelling in the peaceful, homely earth. Nightmares 
still come to me of the roaring drill and the gargantuan truck. I 
was snatched, kidnapped from my dearest home.  
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Torture, for you it could mean iron hot pokers, for me it was my 
formations. Ghastly tools bit deep into me, they were snakes 
wriggling around and biting off chunks. And I was hauled onto 
this emerald abode where I am chained, held to the ground by a 
mountain of concrete. Remember this when you snort at me- I am 
a prisoner of yours and if you were not here, neither would I be this 
monstrosity.  

Despite this, there are times when a smile almost breaks through 
my face. Weddings, parties, family trips all hold a special place 
where my heart would be. Once, a young daredevil jumped off my 
glossy wings! I felt horror and fear but then he came back up. A 
magic appeared before me, he flew up and down on the cord, he was 
flying. Here was the angel! Such happiness, joy, pride and 
achievement couldn’t be accomplished without me.  

I stand here for humankind, yes to be sneered at, but yes to bring 
you further and further. After all, isn’t that the purpose of an 
angel and I am an angel, The Angel of The North. 

Bruno Moura, Year 7 
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House Music Reviews 

"My favourite part of the night, besides everyone singing happy 
birthday to me, was when GT placed 3rd overall. We have never done 
very well in house music, so I was really proud of my house. Rehearsals 
were really fun and everyone got along very well- I miss house music 
already!"   Sarah Glanville, Grey-Thompson 

“It’s the winning that counts, not the taking part... 
Wilberforce house choir put forward what is possibly the best performance 
of Roundwood's historic house music event, securing first place in the 
category. The song was 'I'm a believer', the target was 3rd place, to achieve 
first was a massive success for what is not normally considered a hugely 
musical house.  
Flawless choreography accompanied ground breaking harmonies, rounded 
off with a glorious bass solo coupled with the tremendous chant of 'I 
BELIEVE' by the choir, firmly placed us in the history books of Wilberforce.  
Secondly, the beautiful cover of Adele's 'Melt My Heart to Stone' by Lucy 
Elledge and Harriet Waller came second place in performance: a truly 
magical piece. In the race for conductor Wilberforce also came second. 
Overall a 1,2,2 compared to last year’s second last shows a huge 
improvement.  
Wilberforce were hugely successful this year due to the hard work of 
students and teachers alike and the dedication of the musicians. WELL 
DONE TO ALL!” Arthur Diesbecq, Wilberforce 

After a fantastic evening at the Alban Arena, we asked 
members of each house choir to share their experiences of 
the best House Music ever! 
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“It’s not the winning that counts, but the taking part... 
It was a triumphant performance from both the Owens house Choir and the 
band. The biggest success of the evening was the band, who performed 
‘Dance with me Tonight’ by Olly Murs. They secured 4th place, which is only 
three places off top spot. We congratulate all of those who took part in this 
ensemble. Our choral performance, a mash up of ‘Forget You’ by Cee Lo 
Green and ‘Magic’ by B.O.B, balanced the funky echo of syncopated, off beat 
7th chords with the stylistic rhythm of contemporary hip hop. The spooky 
groove of a reverse mixolydian scale in the background also added ambience 
to this experimental, yet brilliantly conducted harmony. The pinnacle of the 
performance was the rap, never attempted before in house music history. 
Both the band and choir performances were well received by the judges and 
the audience alike, with the crowd more excited than a bunch of 11-year-olds 
at a Justin Bieber concert. Owens may not have been this year’s winners, but 
we certainly kept up our successful streak in House music. Owens have now 
consistently finished in the top 7 in every house music so far. Well done Owens 
comrades! Maybe next year we can win some silverware!” Jack Sale, Owens 

“Master and Mrs Fulham came up with a game changing song- Something 
Inside So Strong. Due to the enthusiastic efforts of Eric Fulham and Toby 
Andrews attendance was at an all-time high. With rehearsals flowing 
smoothly Scott House were looking dominant, harmonies were thrown in 
with help from the lovely voiced Ms Johnston and our pianists Mrs Batt and 
Chloe Hall could only be described as Beethoven-esque. The event was 
approaching ever so quickly and it was clear nerves were building. However 
we were kept calm and composed by our ‘top 3’ conductor Emma Archer. 
Using Matt Taylors dancing, background choreography was added to the 
piece.  
The day of the performance, it was time, the green army were arriving with 
full force with our ribbons carefully prepared by Mrs Fulham. We gave our 
best performance when it was most needed and I couldn’t be prouder of 
Scott House.  
Lastly I would like to give a special mention to Sophie De La Mare and Lucy 
Scott on their performance piece. They sang very well and were unfortunate 
to get placed where they did. As the House captain I would just like to say a 
massive thank you to everyone in Scott House who were involved. From last 
to 4th in one year is a massive achievement and is not one to go unnoticed. 
Good Job Scott!” Eric Fulham, Scott 
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“Mandela’s choir started off slowly to say the least, with lots of controversy 
over the song choice. After many debates, it was finally decided that we 
would do “Sweet Child O’ Mine”, much to the delight of the 6th formers. 
Special mention must go out to firstly Mr Gray, but especially Kirsty 
Bentley, as without her time, effort, enthusiasm and musical knowledge, I 
highly doubt we would have been able to carry out such a classic song. I 
must also mention the hard work and dedication of our own Jimi Hendrix 
(Charlie Ball) and Brian May (Joe Skinner) on guitar, and Phil Collins 
(Will Kearsey) on the drums, to learn and produce a very difficult yet 
incredible background music for us.  
Performance day. We went into rehearsals full of confidence, with the 
complete squad together for the first time. A quick last period rehearsal 
and pep talk from Jack Annand would prove to inspire the Mandela 
choir to produce their best performance of the process when it really 
mattered. (I must personally apologise for the out of time clicking).  
I would of course be unable to finish this piece without mentioning our 
incredible duo Hope Kneller and Alex Van Weezel. I could only dream of 
having that kind of talent at such a young age, and I can’t wait to see 
how amazing they will be in years to come.  
As a house captain, I can only say thank you to all of you who came 
along and gave up your lunchtimes (however reluctant you were). 4th 
place overall, not bad. Well done Mandela House.” Alex Fisher, Mandela 
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“Cadbury have put an enormous amount of hard work and effort into 
House Music this year. We have loved every moment of it and everyone is 
delighted with our win! Many people within Cadbury were extremely 
enthusiastic and performed incredibly within our choir and the sixth form 
band loved performing the Jersey Boys medley. Our staff support team 
were incredibly helpful and we would like to thank Mrs Barron, Mrs 
Reynolds and Mrs Tuck for their help. All the year 13s are very sad to have 
left House Music behind and would like to wish the year 12s and all of 
Cadbury House good luck next year.” Emma Duncombe, Cadbury 

“Frank House had a lot to live up to 
after last year’s enormous success. To 
try and accomplish this we chose a 
challenging but hugely popular Shrek 
Medley. Everyone worked really hard 
in rehearsals and I want to give a 
special mention to Nathan Dumpleton 
and Ben Mason for all the extra time 
they put into arranging and organising 
practises. Our two soloists, Daisy and 
Eleanor, were fantastic and I couldn’t 
have been more proud—it’s a shame 
the mic wasn’t working on the night! 
Well done to everyone for the best 
performance yet—bring on next year!!” 
Louise Jones, Frank 
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Writers of the Month... 
Lost Hope 

Sitting there, I felt insignificant yet still relevant. Sitting there, 
alone, surrounded by the tarred rubble of my home, my family 
and my life. These things were of such importance to me; brought 
to their knees by a single match. 

My knotted fist loosened and my weapon fell upon the ashes. I 
raised my shaking hands to my dirt-ridden face and remembered 
something. I came to understand a long time ago that one could 
never truly be alone. This understanding, however, was not 
voluntary. Being forced into believing things, following leaders, 
carrying out certain deeds is what led me to this day; a day I shall 
never forget… a day history shall never forget. For this is the day a 
revolution will begin. 

Leaders aren’t cultivated to show weakness. Weakness kills hope. 
This is why, despite my new self and my new purpose, I stayed 
there. I’m not afraid or ashamed to say that I stayed and I cried 
over the lives that had lived there. I cried over the smiles that were 
lost. And I cried over the days that could’ve been. I remained in my 
microcosm of death for several days; I only intended to stay for 
one. However. On the second day, my eyes happened across a 
sparkling underneath the remains. 

A ring. 
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Part of the gold band was missing and the rest tainted in colour, 
but the diamond remained. As I stood there, holding the last 
memory of my best friend, I remembered giving it to her. It was in 
that very room; well, what was left of it. She was yelling 
something about responsibilities, I can’t remember exactly what she 
was saying, but I can remember what I was thinking and how her 
face changed as soon as she saw it and how our kiss suddenly felt 
different. I remembered all this as I saw the reflection of my beaten 
face in something that was meant to represent love and joy. 

By the third day, I had no choice but to leave. I wasn’t strong 
enough there and I could see them coming for me. Their reasoning 
behind abandoning me in a place of pain had confused me until 
now. Looking back I realise it was a form of psychological torture, 
designed to weaken me and beat me from the inside. But I wasn’t 
weak. I was growing stronger, fuelled with hatred and revenge; I 
was stronger than before, stronger with the knowledge that I wasn’t 
what they had anticipated. They expected to find me lying in a 
pool of damage, a battered shell of a man, submitting to a life of 
worthlessness and horror. But they didn’t know me at all, instead 
they found a warning, a threat: “Power thrives through pain. Power 
thrives with hatred. Power thrives in war.” 

Pippa Newton, Year 12 
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Pritchard’s Puzzles 

Puzzle 1- Monaco cannon balls problem 

How many cannon balls are there in this 

Have a go at these tricky maths problems, either by 
yourself or as a form... 
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Puzzle 2- Two dice problem 

 

If I throw 2 normal 6 sided dice 
and total the numbers, I can get 
values from 2 to 36 but the 
probability for different totals is not the same. 

Can you choose integers to write on the dice so 
that the possible totals are only 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 or 
9 and the probability for each total is the same? 

Note that the 2 dice do 
not have to end up with 
the same numbers as 
each other and the 
same number can 
appear more than once 
on each dice. 
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